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ABSTRACT Pestiviruses like bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) are a threat to live-
stock. For pestiviruses, cytopathogenic (cp) and noncytopathogenic (noncp) strains
are distinguished in cell culture. The noncp biotype of BVDV is capable of establish-
ing persistent infections, which is a major problem in disease control. The noncp
biotype rests on temporal control of viral RNA replication, mediated by regulated
cleavage of nonstructural protein 2-3 (NS2-3). This cleavage is catalyzed by the auto-
protease in NS2, the activity of which depends on its cellular cofactor, DNAJC14.
Since this chaperone is available in small amounts and binds tightly to NS2, NS2-3
translated later in infection is no longer cleaved. As NS3 is an essential constituent
of the viral replicase, this shift in polyprotein processing correlates with downregula-
tion of RNA replication. In contrast, cp BVDV strains arising mostly by RNA recombi-
nation show highly variable genome structures and display unrestricted NS3 release.
The functional importance of DNAJC14 for noncp pestiviruses has been established
so far only for BVDV-1. It was therefore enigmatic whether replication of other
noncp pestiviruses is also DNAJC14 dependent. By generating bovine and porcine
DNAJC14 knockout cells, we could show that (i) replication of 6 distinct noncp
pestivirus species (A to D, F, and G) depends on DNAJC14, (ii) the pestiviral repli-
case NS3-5B can assemble into functional complexes in the absence of DNAJC14,
and (iii) all cp pestiviruses replicate their RNA and generate infectious progeny
independent of host DNAJC14. Together, these findings confirm DNAJC14 as a
pivotal cellular cofactor for the replication and maintenance of the noncp bio-
type of pestiviruses.

IMPORTANCE Only noncp pestivirus strains are capable of establishing life-long per-
sistent infections to generate the virus reservoir in the field. The molecular basis for
this biotype is only partially understood and only investigated in depth for BVDV-1
strains. Temporal control of viral RNA replication correlates with the noncp biotype
and is mediated by limiting amounts of cellular DNAJC14 that activate the viral NS2
protease to catalyze the release of the essential replicase component NS3. Here, we
demonstrate that several species of noncp pestiviruses depend on DNAJC14 for their
RNA replication. Moreover, all cp pestiviruses, in sharp contrast to their noncp coun-
terparts, replicate independently of DNAJC14. The generation of a cp BVDV in the
persistently infected animal is causative for onset of mucosal disease. Therefore, the
observed strict biotype-specific difference in DNAJC14 dependency should be further
examined for its role in cell type/tissue tropism and the pathogenesis of this lethal
disease.
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Bovine viral diarrhea virus (BVDV) is a member of the genus Pestivirus in the family
Flaviviridae (1). BVDV and other pestiviruses, such as classical swine fever virus

(CSFV), represent important pathogens causing significant economic damage in live-
stock industries worldwide (2). The single-stranded RNA genome is approximately
12.3 kb long, has positive polarity, and comprises a single long open reading frame
(ORF) which is flanked by 5= and 3= untranslated regions (UTRs) (3, 4). Translation of the
pestiviral RNA genome results in the production of a polyprotein encompassing in the
N-terminal third Npro along with all structural proteins and in the remaining C-terminal
part the nonstructural (NS) proteins. The first protein of the ORF, Npro, is an autopro-
tease (5), which releases itself from the remainder of the polyprotein and thereby
generates the N terminus of the core protein (C). The core protein, in concert with the
envelope glycoproteins Erns, E1, and E2, together with the viral RNA represent the major
components of the virion (4, 6–8). Recent morphological and biochemical data indi-
cated that BVDV particles show a low envelope glycoprotein content of E1 and E2, with
both envelope proteins being apparently less abundant than Erns (6). Cellular proteases
mediate all additional cleavages required to generate mature C, Erns, E1, and E2, as well
as to release the hydrophobic protein p7 (9). Mature p7 is required for the generation
of infectious viral progeny and has been suggested to function as a viroporin (10, 11).
NS2 is an autoprotease that is responsible for NS2-3 cleavage in cis to generate NS2 and
the NS3 N terminus (12–14), an activity for which NS2 of noncp pestiviruses requires the
activating cellular chaperone DNAJC14 (also designated Jiv) (15, 16). Furthermore, NS2
has, typically as uncleaved NS2-3, an essential, but not well-characterized, function in
virion morphogenesis for which the NS2 cysteine protease activity is not required
(16–18). However, it was recently demonstrated that BVDV strains could be adapted to
an alternative NS2-3-independent packaging pathway involving free NS2 and NS3
(19–21). NS3 is a multifunctional protein with an N-terminal chymotrypsin-like serine
protease domain (22, 23) and a C-terminal helicase and NTPase domain, which is
essential for viral RNA replication (24–26). Cleavage between NS3 and NS4A, as well as
all downstream cleavages in the pestiviral polyprotein, is catalyzed by this NS3 serine
protease domain, which is assisted in this function by its cofactor, NS4A (27–29). In
complex with NS3, NS4A also holds critical functions in RNA replication and virion
morphogenesis (16, 21, 30). NS4B is a hydrophobic membrane protein and an essential
component of the pestiviral replicase (25, 31, 32). NS5A is a phosphorylated protein of
unknown but essential function within the viral replication complex that can be
complemented in trans and has been reported to modulate NS5B RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase (RdRp) activity (32–34). NS5B represents the viral RdRp (35–39).

A special feature of pestiviruses is that they exist as two different biotypes, noncy-
topathogenic (noncp) and cytopathogenic (cp) viruses, in cell culture (reviewed in
reference 2). In general, cp BVDV strains evolve from noncp ancestor viruses by RNA
recombination in the course of a persistent infection that is developing into lethal
mucosal disease (40–42). While noncp viruses replicate in their host cells without
detectable damage or reduced cell viability, the replication of the cp variants induces
apoptosis leading to death of the infected cells, which can be observed as a cytopathic
effect (CPE) (43–45). The observation that most isolates acquired from the field are
noncp pestiviruses highlights the fact that only the noncp biotype can establish
persistence upon fetal infection (46).

This ability of noncp pestiviruses to establish long-term persistent infections rests on
their ability to strictly control RNA replication via the complex mechanism of regulating
the NS2 autoprotease activity and, thus, NS2-3 cleavage by the limited activating host
factor DNAJC14 (see below) (14, 15). In contrast, the efficient generation of NS3 is a
hallmark of cp virus strains and their cytopathogenicity (47–49). Different cp pestivirus
strains show highly diverse genome organizations and use various strategies for the
generation of NS3 (2). The unifying feature of all of them is an upregulation of NS3
release and a putative independence of NS3 expression from the endogenous DNAJC14
level.

In numerous cp BVDV and cp BDV strains, a cell-derived RNA insert, previously
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termed cINS or Jiv (for J-domain protein interacting with viral protein), has been
identified (49–52). In the BVDV strain NADL, a Jiv insertion of 90 amino acids (aa) (Jiv90)
is located within the NS2 protein (49). In the context of an infectious cDNA clone of
BVDV NADL, it was demonstrated that the Jiv90 fragment of DNAJC14 is essential for
efficient NS2-3 cleavage and is the reason for the cp phenotype of the virus (49).

Further experiments extended those observations and showed that DNAJC14 is
essential for the temporal regulation of NS2-3 cleavage in noncp BVDV-infected cells by
stably binding to NS2. Its intracellular level could be correlated with NS2-3 cleavage
efficiency as well as with viral cytopathogenicity (15, 50). By investigating BVDV CP7
and NCP7 infections in cells with experimentally altered DNAJC14 levels, the following
model emerged: DNAJC14 stably binds to NS2 in the context of newly translated viral
polyproteins, thereby activating the autoprotease in NS2 to cleave NS2-3 (53). Accord-
ing to the current model, DNAJC14 remains bound to NS2 after NS2-3 cleavage and
cannot be recycled. Since endogenous DNAJC14 is only present in small amounts in
bovine or swine culture cells, ongoing translation of the viral polyprotein leads to a
situation where newly translated NS2-3 proteins will not have access to functionally
available DNAJC14 at later time points of infection. Thus, NS2-3 cleavage will not occur
efficiently, resulting in the production of uncleaved NS2-3 (15). Because NS3 is an
essential constituent of the viral RNA replicase which cannot be functionally replaced
by NS2-3, the shift in polyprotein processing from NS3 to NS2-3 production correlates
with a massive downregulation of viral RNA replication (15). This downregulation is a
prerequisite for the noncp biotype of pestiviruses in cell culture and an essential
property for the establishment of persistent infections in vivo. In cp pestiviruses the
Jiv-dependent temporal regulation of NS2-3 cleavage is believed to be overwritten by
NS3-generating alterations in genome organization, rendering cp viruses independent
of the cellular DNAJC14 pool. Stimulation of the NS2 protease by Jiv90 was also shown
for CSFV (16). Moreover, by introducing sequences encoding the DNAJC14 Jiv-90
domain between the Npro and capsid gene of noncp CSFV Alfort (termed CSFV
Alfort-Jiv), the DNAJC14-dependent deregulation of NS2-3 cleavage could also be
observed for CSFV (54). With CSFV Alfort-Jiv virus it could be shown that increased
NS2-3 cleavage and the concomitant expression of increasing NS3 amounts resulted in
enhanced viral RNA replication as well as viral cytopathogenicity (54).

In contrast to pestiviruses where DNAJC14 acts as a proviral host factor to support
viral genome replication, DNAJC14 has been reported to restrict flaviviral replication by
affecting flaviviral polyprotein processing and replication complex (RC) assembly (55–
57). These different outcomes in recruiting chaperone proteins nicely illustrate the
interplay of viruses with their host proteins to complete their multiplication cycle.
Chaperones are involved in a remarkable variety of cellular processes, including the
folding of newly synthesized proteins, refolding of misfolded or aggregated proteins,
the translocation of secretory proteins across membranes, protein complex assembly
and disassembly, and interference with host antiviral responses (58–61). Accordingly, a
picture emerges in which viruses divert chaperones from their normal cellular function
to play similar roles during viral infection.

DNAJC14-dependent regulation is well established for BVDV-1 and experimentally
indicated for Jiv-90 expressing pestiviruses, including CSFV (16, 54, 62). However,
several open questions existed: (i) it remains to be determined which noncp pestivirus
species require this cochaperone as an essential host factor for their replication, (ii) it
is unclear if all types of cp pestivirus genomes replicate in the absence of DNAJC14
expression, and (iii) it is unknown if DNAJC14 has additional functions in the pestiviral
life cycle, such as virion morphogenesis or during replicase assembly, similar to what
has been reported for flaviviruses (55, 56).

The first question is especially important, since numerous novel pestiviruses have
been isolated from different animal species and the existence of at least seven
additional pestivirus species in addition to the established pestivirus species BVDV-1,
BVDV-2, CSFV, and BDV has been proposed (63–70). These species are represented by
closely related Hobi-like viruses from cattle and buffalo (pestivirus H), Aydin-like
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pestiviruses from sheep and goat (pestivirus I), and the cp giraffe pestivirus together
with a related noncp pestivirus (pestivirus G), as well as by the more distantly related
pronghorn antelope virus (pestivirus E), Bungowannah virus (pestivirus F), and other
recently identified, even more distantly related pestiviruses detected in rat (pestivirus
J) and pigs (atypical porcine pestivirus; pestivirus K). Consequently, it has been sug-
gested that we term the established pestivirus species BVDV-1, BVDV-2, CSFV, and BDV
pestivirus A to D, respectively (71). While most of these distantly related pestiviruses
(such as pronghorn antelope virus or giraffe pestivirus) replicate in cell lines of bovine,
ovine, and porcine origin and, thus, show a typical pestiviral cell tropism in vitro, other
even more distantly related pestiviruses, such as Bungowannah virus, exhibit a rather
unique cell tropism in vitro and could replicate in cell lines of vervet, monkey, mouse,
human, and even bat origin (72). With the MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-knockout (KO) cells
newly established in this study, it was possible to demonstrate that the replication of
noncp pestiviruses from six investigated diverse pestivirus species (A to D, F, and G)
depends on cellular DNAJC14. Furthermore, we demonstrated that virion morphogen-
esis, as well as the assembly process of the minimal replicase NS3-NS5B, is not affected
by the functional knockout of DNAJC14.

RESULTS
Generation of functional MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells by CRISPR/Cas9

technology. We generated bovine MDBK and porcine SK6 DNAJC14-KO cell clones
using CRISPR/Cas9 technology to further investigate the role of DNAJC14 in pestiviral
replication. Accordingly, we created different plentiCRISPRv2-DNAJC14 expression plas-
mids encoding a human codon-optimized Cas9 protein from Streptococcus pyogenes
and DNAJC14-specific guide RNAs that can be expressed in a U6 promoter-dependent
fashion (Fig. 1A, upper) (73). A 90-amino-acid portion of the DNAJC14 protein (Jiv90)
was shown to be essential for stimulating BVDV and CSFV NS2-3 cleavage and for the
subsequent establishment of pestiviral replication complexes (15, 50). Consequently, a
DNAJC14-specific guide RNA sequence was designed which specifically targeted the
N-terminal region of the Jiv90 domain of bovine and porcine DNAJC14 (Fig. 1B). This
DNAJC14-specific guide RNA sequence was used to obtain the plentiCRISPRv2-
DNAJC14 plasmid (Fig. 1A), which was employed for the production of lentiviral
particles. Lentiviral transduction of naive MDBK or SK6 cells was followed by the
selection of DNAJC14-guide RNA expressing MDBK or SK6 cells by puromycin treatment
(Fig. 1C). Since endogenous DNAJC14 expression is very low in naive MDBK and SK6
cells and the detection of endogenous bovine and porcine DNAJC14 is further com-
promised by the cross-reactivity of the available DNAJC14-specific antibodies with
other cellular proteins of similar size (data not shown), surviving puromycin-resistant
MDBK or SK6 cells could not be screened initially by Western blotting or fluorescence-
activated cell sorting (FACS) using DNAJC14-specific antibodies. Instead, putative MDBK
DNAJC14-KO cells were functionally screened for their inability to support the replica-
tion of noncp BVDV-1 strains (NCP7 and NCP8) without affecting the replication of a cp
BVDV strain (BVDV-1 NADL), thereby exhibiting a characteristic DNAJC14-specific phe-
notype (Fig. 1C). In the case of putative SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells, the functional screening
involved infection of these cells with CSFV Alfort-Tübingen. Subsequently, single-cell
MDBK or SK6 DNAJC14-KO clones were derived by dilution cloning.

Functional MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells support the replication of cp BVDV strain
NADL but not of noncp BVDV strains NCP7 and NCP8. The functional MDBK
DNAJC14-KO cell screening was performed with the noncp BVDV-1a strains NCP7 and
NCP8 and the cp BVDV-1 strain NADL, encoding the critical Jiv90 fragment, as a cellular
insertion in the NS2 gene; thus, it should replicate independently of the endogenous
DNAJC14 (49). Based on this screening scheme, several puromycin-resistant putative
MDBK DNAJC14-KO cell clones were challenged with the noncp BVDV strain NCP7 or
NCP8 at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 3, and virus replication was monitored at
48 h postinfection (hpi) by NS3-specific immunofluorescence (IF) assay to determine if
the infected cell clones exhibit a functional DNAJC14 KO phenotype (Fig. 2A). In
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parallel, infection of the potential MDBK DNAJC14-KO cell clones was done with cp
BVDV-1 strain NADL (MOI of 3) to confirm that these cell clones still support cp BVDV
replication, thereby excluding functional off-target effects by the CRISPR-Cas9 treat-
ment (Fig. 2A). Infection of parental MDBK cells served as a reference for cp and noncp
BVDV replication (Fig. 2A). The positive BVDV-NS3-specific IF and the strong onset of
CPE confirmed that the cp BVDV strain NADL replicated in naive MDBK cells as well as
in all MDBK DNAJC14-KO cell clones tested (Fig. 2A). In contrast, several of the MDBK
DNAJC14-KO cell clones did not detectably support the replication of noncp BVDV-1
strains NCP7 and NCP8 (Fig. 2A shows a representative infection experiment with
DNAJC14-KO cell clone 2). The initial KO efficiency of putative MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells
was estimated at approximately 50% to 60% (based on NS3-specific IF assay of putative
MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells infected with NCP7 at 48 hpi) prior to dilution cloning of
puromycin-resistant cells. After three rounds of dilution cloning of puromycin-resistant
cells, all cell clones tested showed a functional DNAJC14-KO. The MDBK DNAJC14-KO
cell clone (clone 2) with a functional DNAJC14-KO phenotype was further characterized
to determine the DNAJC14-specific gene alterations introduced by CRISPR/Cas9 treat-

FIG 1 CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome disruption of bovine and porcine DNAJC14. (A) Scheme of the plentiCRISPRv2-DNAJC14 vector. (B) Illustration of the Bos
taurus DNAJC14 gene with intron and exon composition (upper) and of the Sus scrofa DNAJC14 gene. The sgRNA sequence (5=-ATGATGTGCAGCCGATGCCA-3=)
and the protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) targeting the Jiv90 domain of the bovine DNAJC14 gene in exon 4 is indicated below the gene composition as a
black bar. (C) Scheme of DNAJC14-KO cell generation.
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FIG 2 Establishment and functional characterization of MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells. (A, upper) Naïve MDBK cells and
MDBK DNAJC14-KO cell clones were infected with the indicated viruses (NCP7, NCP8, and NADL) at an MOI of 3 and
analyzed by NS3-specific IF assay at 72 hpi. (Lower) Cell nuclei were visualized by DAPI staining. (B) Scheme of the
genomic PCR amplification depicting the relative positions of the intron-specific primer flanking exon 4 of the
bovine DNAJC14 genomic DNA. (C, upper) Analysis of PCR amplicons obtained from PCR amplification of genomic
DNA isolated from naive MDBK cells (2 amplicons, naive 1 and 2) and MDBK DNAJC14-KO cell clone 2 (20 amplicons,
MDBK DNAJC14-KO amplicons 1 to 20). Sequences surrounding the DNAJC14-specific guide RNA-mediated
genome alteration are shown. Bovine DNAJC14 genomic DNA sequence is shown at the top as a reference. (Lower)
Bovine DNAJC14 DNA sequence and amino acid sequence are depicted for naive MDBK cells (top) and MDBK
DNAJC14-KO cell clone 2 with the two identified guide RNA-mediated DNAJC14 genome alterations (Δ10 and Δ4).
The depicted amino acid sequence starts with the beginning of the Jiv90 domain. Positions of the stop codons
resulting from deletions introduced by the DNAJC14 guide RNA are indicated by a star. (D) Seminested PCR analysis
to confirm MDBK DNAJC14-KO phenotype. (Left) Scheme of the seminested PCR assay depicting the position of
intron- and exon-specific primers on the DNAJC14 genomic DNA. The gel-purified intron-specific amplicons
(approximately 500 nt) were used as the template for seminested PCR using DNAJC14 exon- and intron-specific
primers (product size, 360 nt) to further verify KO cell clones. (Right) Agarose gel analysis of seminested PCR
products. The size standard is given on the left.
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ment. PCR analysis of genomic DNA isolated from naive MDBK cells and MDBK
DNAJC14-KO cell clone 2 was conducted by intron-specific primers flanking DNAJC14
exon 4 sequences (Fig. 2B). Sequence analysis of the PCR-amplified fragments of
genomic DNA derived from naive MDBK cells confirmed that wild-type DNAJC14
sequence could be detected (MDBK naiv-1 and naiv-2) (Fig. 2C). Among the 20 PCR
amplicons derived from DNAJC14-KO cell clone 2, 18 amplicons exhibited a deletion of
10 nucleotides (nt) (DNAJC14-KO amplicons 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7 to 20) and 2 DNAJC14-KO
amplicons (DNAJC14-KO clones 3 and 6 showed a deletion of 4 nucleotides (Fig. 2C,
top). No wild-type DNAJC14 sequence could be identified in the DNAJC14-specific PCR
amplicons derived from DNAJC14-KO clone 2, establishing the efficient alteration of
DNAJC14 genomic sequence by CRISPR/CAS9 (Fig. 2C). Both detected DNAJC14
genomic sequence alterations in the MDBK DNAJC14-KO cell clone were predicted to
result in a frameshift at the deletion site and in the generation of DNAJC14 mRNAs
encoding an altered amino acid sequence and premature termination codon within the
Jiv90 domain which would produce, when translated, C-terminally truncated DNAJC14
proteins lacking 82 or 79 amino acids of the Jiv90 domain (Fig. 2C, bottom). To further
validate MDBK DNAJC14-KO clone 2, we performed a seminested PCR analysis. To this
end, genomic DNA from MDBK DNAJC14-KO clone 2 cells was purified and used for
seminested PCR with DNAJC14 intron- and exon-specific primers (Fig. 2D). The 3= end
of the DNAJC14 exon-specific primer employed in the seminested PCR is complemen-
tary to the sequence in which the genomic alterations have been detected; conse-
quently, no nested PCR product was expected for the MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells (Fig. 2D,
left). The PCR results confirmed that no wild-type DNAJC14 sequence could be ampli-
fied from genomic DNA of MBDK DNAJC14-KO cell clone 2 (Fig. 2D, right). Thus, we
succeeded in obtaining MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells by using the CRISPR/Cas9 system.

Functional SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells are defective in supporting the replication of
noncp CSFV strain Alfort-Tübingen. Since the DNAJC14-specific guide RNA target
sequence located at the start of the Jiv90 domain is conserved between bovine and
porcine DNAJC14, we could employ the same plentiCRISPRv2-DNAJC14 plasmid to
generate SK6 cells with a functional DNAJC14 knockout (Fig. 1B). SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells
were also expected not to support noncp CSFV replication. Hence, after lentiviral
transduction and the selection of DNAJC14 guide RNA expressing SK6 cells by puro-
mycin treatment, potential SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells were experimentally screened for a
functional DNAJC14 knockout by infecting them with noncp CSFV strain Alfort at an
MOI of 3 (Fig. 3A). Parental SK6 cells served as a reference. SK6 DNAJC14-KO cell clones
were identified based on the absence of detectable CSFV replication 72 hpi by an
anti-CSFV-E2 IF assay (Fig. 3A), and single-cell SK6 DNAJC14-KO clones were derived by
dilution cloning. Treatment of SK6 cells with the DNAJC14-specific guide RNA resulted
in an estimated initial KO efficiency of approximately 40% to 50% (based on NS3-
specific IF assay of putative SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells infected with CSFV) prior to dilution
cloning of puromycin-resistant cells. Three rounds of dilution cloning of puromycin-
resistant SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells were performed to achieve a functional KO in all SK6
DNAJC14-KO cell clones tested. The PCR analysis of genomic DNA isolated from the
putative SK6 DNAJC14-KO cell clone 9 was conducted by intron-specific primers
flanking porcine DNAJC14 exon 4 sequences (Fig. 3B, top). The examination of 12 PCR
amplicons from this cell clone by DNA sequencing revealed that 4 amplicons had a
deletion of 22 nucleotides (SK6 DNAJC14-KO amplicons 3, 5, 9, and 11), and 8 PCR
products showed a deletion of 6 nucleotides (SK6 DNAJC14-KO amplicons 1, 2, 4, 6 to
8, 10, and 12) (Fig. 3B, top). Sequence comparison with DNAJC14-specific PCR ampli-
cons derived from genomic DNA isolated from parental SK6 cells further confirmed that
no wild-type porcine DNAJC14 sequence could be identified in DNAJC14-KO clone 9,
verifying the efficient genomic alteration of the porcine DNAJC14 gene by CRISPR/CAS9.
The identified DNAJC14 genomic sequence alterations were predicted to result in the
generation of nonfunctional DNAJC14 mRNAs with premature termination codons
within the Jiv90 domain (Fig. 3B, bottom). Accordingly, we also obtained functional SK6
DNAJC14-KO cells.
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noncp pestiviruses depend on DNAJC14 expression for their replication. The
functional importance of the temporal NS2 activation by DNAJC14 for noncp pestivi-
ruses is established for BVDV-1 and experimentally indicated for Jiv90-expressing CSFV
but is unproven for other species. Interestingly, in vitro studies with different pestivi-
ruses showed that the cell culture tropism of Bungowannah virus differs remarkably
from those of other distantly related pestiviruses. It was suggested that the replication
machinery together with the viral envelope is responsible for this broad cell tropism in
vitro (72). Along these lines, the successful establishment of bovine and porcine

FIG 3 Molecular characterization of SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells. (A) Naïve SK6 cells and SK6 DNAJC14-KO cell
clones were infected with CSFV (Alfort-Tübingen) at an MOI of 3 and analyzed by NS3-specific IF assay
at 72 hpi (top). (Lower) Cell nuclei were visualized by DAPI staining. (B, top) Scheme of genomic PCR
amplification with the intron-specific primer flanking exon 4 of the porcine DNAJC14 genomic DNA.
Analysis of PCR amplicons obtained from PCR amplification of genomic DNA isolated from naive SK6 cells
(2 amplicons, SK6 naive 1 and 2) and SK6 DNAJC14-KO cell clone 9 (12 amplicons, SK6 DNAJC14-KO
amplicons 1 to 12) is shown. Sequences surrounding the guide RNA-mediated genome alteration of the
DNAJC14 gene are shown. (Middle) Porcine DNAJC14 genomic DNA sequence is shown as a reference.
Porcine DNAJC14 Jiv90 DNA and amino acid sequence is depicted for naive SK6 cells and SK6
DNAJC14-KO cell clone 9 with the two identified guide RNA-mediated DNAJC14 genome alterations (Δ22
and Δ6). (Lower) Depicted amino acid sequence starts with the beginning of the Jiv90 domain. Positions
of the stop codons resulting from deletions introduced by the DNAJC14 guide RNA are indicated by a
star.
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DNAJC14-KO cells enabled us to evaluate whether replication of other pestivirus
species depends on functional DNAJC14. Consequently, naive MDBK and MDBK
DNAJC14-KO 2 cells were infected with a selection of noncp pestivirus isolates com-
prising species BVDV-1b NCP7, BVDV-1a SD-1, BVDV-1b ncp-4584, BVDV-2 61/120, and
BVDV-2 C58644 and pestivirus isolates PG-2, BDV-1 X818, and BDV-2 reindeer (Fig. 4B).
The selection of noncp pestivirus isolates used here represents the established species

FIG 4 Infection of DNAJC14-KO cells demonstrates that replication of noncp pestiviruses depends on
DNAJC14. (A) Phylogenetic tree (modified from reference 109) representing the four established pesti-
virus species BVDV-1, BVDV-2, BDV, and CSFV, together with the additional tentative pestivirus species
recently proposed by the Flaviviridae Study Group of the International Committee on Taxonomy of
Viruses (71). Letters in brackets represent the pestivirus species Pestivirus A to K according to the recent
proposal for a revised pestivirus nomenclature (71). Pestivirus species used for the experiments in panel
B are BVDV-1, BVDV-2, BDV, CSFV, giraffe, and Bungowannah (highlighted in boldface letters). Asterisks
indicate pestiviruses for which no isolates exist or are not available. (B) Naïve MDBK (upper) and MDBK
DNAJC14-KO clone 2 cells (lower) were infected with noncp pestivirus isolates BVDV-1b NCP7, BVDV-1a
SD-1, BVDV-1b ncp-4584, BVDV-2 61/120, BVDV-2 C58644, and PG-2, the latter of which belongs to the
pestivirus species giraffe (pestivirus G), BDV-1 X818, BDV-2 reindeer, and, as a control, cp strain giraffe
(pestivirus G). (C) Naïve SK6 (upper) and SK6 DNAJC14-KO clone 9 (lower) cells were infected with noncp
pestivirus CSFV strains Alfort-Tübingen and Diepholz (Dieph.) and noncp pestivirus strain Bungowannah.
All infections were performed in parallel in the respective DNAJC14-KO cell lines with the indicated
pestivirus isolates at an MOI of 1. Viral genome replication was monitored by the anti-NS3-based IF assay
at 72 hpi (depicted as yellow fluorescence). Cell nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. All infections were
performed in three independent experiments, and a representative data set is shown.
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BVDV-1, BVDV-2, and border disease virus (BDV), as well as pestivirus strain PG-2, which
belongs to the tentative species of giraffe-like viruses (pestivirus G) (Fig. 4A). As a
control, these cells were also infected with cp strain BVDV giraffe, which encodes a
DNAJC14 mRNA fragment in its NS2 gene (Fig. 4B). Moreover, we used our newly
generated SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells to test the DNAJC14 dependency of the noncp
pestivirus isolates CSFV 2.3 (Alfort-Tübingen), CSFV 2.3 (Diepholz), and Bungowannah
virus, which represents one of the recently described novel tentative pestivirus species
whose origin and host reservoir are still not determined (Fig. 4C). Virus infections were
performed in parallel in the respective naive MDBK and SK6 cells to ensure productive
genome replication of all tested virus isolates. Cells were infected with the different
pestivirus isolates at an MOI of 1. Replication was monitored by IF assays at 72 hpi (Fig.
4). As expected, the infection of MDBK DNAJC14-KO 2 cells with cp strain BVDV giraffe
did result in a productive infection, with onset of CPE comparable to that of naive
MDBK cells (Fig. 4B). In contrast, infection of MDBK or SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells with
different noncp pestivirus isolates did not result in detectable virus replication at 72 hpi
for any of these tested noncp virus isolates (Fig. 4). Since all noncp isolates used in this
study did productively replicate in the parental MDBK or SK6 cells (Fig. 4), these results
demonstrated that all noncp pestiviruses we analyzed in this series of experiments
depend on DNAJC14 for their replication. Accordingly, we could expand the functional
importance of the DNAJC14-dependent temporal NS2 activation not only for other
noncp pestivirus isolates belonging to BVDV-2 or BDV species but also for the Bun-
gowannah virus (Fig. 4B), representing a highly distinct pestivirus compared to the
established pestivirus species BVDV-1, BVDV-2, CSFV, and BDV (64, 74).

Establishment of MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO rescue cell lines expressing GST-
Jiv90(WT) or GST-Jiv90(W39A). To exclude off-target effects and to further confirm the
specific function of the isolated Jiv90 domain of DNAJC14 in the pestiviral life cycle, we
conducted gene rescue experiments in our MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO cell lines.
Accordingly, we established rescue cell lines expressing either glutathione S-transferase
(GST)-Jiv90(WT) or its inactive derivative, GST-Jiv90(W39A), resistant to the DNAJC14
guide RNA due to escape mutations in the guide RNA binding site (Jiv90Esc) based on
the validated functional MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO cell lines by lentiviral transduction
of pWPI-GST-Jiv90Esc(WT) or pWPI-GST-Jiv90Esc(W39A) expression plasmid, followed
by simultaneous puromycin/G418 selection (Fig. 5A and B). The rescue cell lines
expressed comparable levels of either GST-Jiv90(WT) or GST-Jiv90(W39A), as confirmed
by anti-GST- and anti-Jiv90-specific IF assay (Fig. 5C and E) or Western blot analysis (Fig.
5D and F).

DNAJC14 gene rescue experiments with MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells
confirm that only the Jiv90 domain is required for the pestiviral life cycle. The
DNAJC14 protein is a pivotal host factor for noncp pestiviruses, as demonstrated by the
inability of different noncp pestiviruses to replicate in DNAJC14-KO cells (Fig. 4). In
order to confirm the specific function of the Jiv90 domain in the pestiviral life cycle, we
used MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells expressing either GST-Jiv90(WT) or GST-Jiv90(W39A) and
infected them with BVDV-1b strains NCP7 and CP7 at an MOI of 3. NCP7 and CP7
infections of naive MDBK and MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells, respectively, served as refer-
ences. As expected, CP7 replication was comparable between the parental MDBK cells,
MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells (also see below), and the two MDBK DNAJC14-KO rescue cell
lines (Fig. 6A, upper). In contrast, NCP7 replication was only supported in the parental
MDBK cells and the MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) rescue cell line but not in MDBK
DNAJC14-KO cells or in the MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(W39A) rescue cell line
(Fig. 6A, upper). This observation was further strengthened by reinfection experiments
of naive MDBK cells with supernatants obtained 72 hpi from the initial NCP7 and CP7
infection of all four cell lines. These reinfection experiments confirmed that MDBK
DNAJC14-KO cells and the MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(W39A) rescue cell line do not
support noncp NCP7 infection (Fig. 6A, lower). Furthermore, NCP7 infections in MDBK
DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) rescue cells resulted in a detectable CPE comparable to
that of CP7 infection, while NCP7 infection of parental MDBK cells did not (Fig. 6A,
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FIG 5 Generation and validation of MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO rescue cell lines expressing GST-Jiv90(WT) or
GST-Jiv90(W39A). (A) Scheme of the lentiviral expression constructs pWPI-GST-Jiv90(WT) and pWPI-GST-
Jiv90(W39A). LTR, long terminal repeat. (B) Schematic of the experimental approach used for the generation of
the MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO rescue cells. (C) Analysis of GST-Jiv90 expression in MDBK DNAJC14-KO rescue
cells by IF. DNAJC14-KO cells and DNAJC14-KO rescue cells expressing GST-Jiv90(WT) or GST-Jiv90(W39A) were
stained with anti-DNAJC14 (recognizing epitope SARYCAECNR in the Jiv90 domain) or anti-GST-specific
antibodies. Cell nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. (D) Western blot analysis of GST-Jiv90 expression in
MDBK DNAJC14-KO rescue cells. Protein lysates obtained from naive MDBK and MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells and
MDBK DNAJC14-KO rescue cells expressing either GST-Jiv90(WT) or GST-Jiv90(W39A) were separated by
SDS-PAGE and analyzed with anti-GST (top) or anti-DNAJC14 (bottom). The positions of DNAJC14 GST-
Jiv90(WT) and GST-Jiv90(W39A) are indicated on the right, and the protein marker positions are given on the
left. (E) Analysis of GST-Jiv90 expression in SK6 DNAJC14-KO rescue cells by anti-GST- and anti-DNAJC14-
specific IF. (F) Western blot analysis of GST-Jiv90 expression in SK6 DNAJC14-KO rescue cells expressing either
GST-Jiv90(WT) or GST-Jiv90(W39A). Protein lysates obtained from naive SK6, SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells, and SK6
DNAJC14-KO rescue cells expressing either GST-Jiv90(WT) or GST-Jiv90(W39A) were separated by SDS-PAGE
and analyzed with anti-GST (top) or anti-DNAJC14 (bottom). The positions of DNAJC14 GST-Jiv90(WT) and
GST-Jiv90(W39A) are indicated on the right, and the protein marker positions are given on the left.
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FIG 6 Expression of GST-Jiv90(WT) functionally rescues the DNAJC14 gene knockout in MDBK and SK6 cells and
supports noncp pestivirus replication in MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO rescue cells. (A, upper) Immunofluorescence
analysis after infection of different target cells. Naïve MDBK, MDBK DNAJC14-KO, MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-
Jiv90(WT), and MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(W39A) rescue cells were infected with CP7 and NCP7 viruses at an
MOI of 0.1. At 72 hpi, immunofluorescence analysis was performed using a monoclonal anti�BVDV NS3 antibody.
Nuclei are DAPI stained. (A, lower) Immunofluorescence analysis of the reinfection experiment. Cell culture
supernatants from CP7 or NCP7 infection of naive MDBK and MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells as well as MDBK
DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) and MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(W39A) rescue cells were used to infect naive MDBK
cells with 500 �l of filtered supernatant. At 72 hpi, immunofluorescence analysis was performed using a mono-
clonal anti�BVDV NS3 antibody. Cell nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. (B) Western blot analysis of NS2-3
cleavage in MDBK and MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells as well as MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) and MDBK
DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(W39A) rescue cells infected with noncp BVDV NCP7 and cp BVDV CP7. The lysate separated
in each lane represents about 5 � 105 cells. Lysates were prepared at 72 hpi. Positions of NS3 and NS2-3 are marked
with arrows. Depicted is a representative Western blot of three independent experiments. (C) Viral titer analyses of
MDBK and MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells as well as MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) and MDBK DNAJC14-KO
GST-Jiv90(W39A) rescue cells infected with noncp BVDV NCP7 and cp BVDV CP7. Cell culture supernatants collected
at 72 hpi (MOI of 0.1) were analyzed for infectious virus by limiting dilution assay (TCID50/ml). Mean values and
standard deviations of viral titers from three experiments are depicted. (D, upper) Naïve SK6 and SK6 DNAJC14-KO
cell as well as SK6 DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) and SK6 DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(W39A) rescue cells were infected

(Continued on next page)
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upper). This change in the biotype was not detectable when the supernatant of NCP7
infection of DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) rescue cells was used to reinfect parental
MDBK cells, in contrast to a reinfection of naive MDBK cells with the supernatant from
CP7 infection of DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) rescue cells (Fig. 6A, lower). In agreement
with these functional observations, our Western blot analysis of the NS2-3 cleavage in
all four MDBK cell lines confirmed the expected regulation of NS2-3 cleavage by
DNAJC14 (Fig. 6B). The overexpression of the functional Jiv90(WT) domain in MDBK
DNAJC14-KO Jiv90(WT) cells led to deregulated NS2-3 cleavage, resulting in increased
NS3 release in MDBK DNAJC14-KO Jiv90(WT) cells infected with NCP7 compared to
naive MDBK cells (Fig. 6B), leading to a characteristic steady-state level of NS2-3
cleavage in the infected MDBK DNAJC14-KO Jiv90(WT) rescue cells. Furthermore, higher
steady-state levels of functional Jiv90 produced in Jiv90-overexpressing MDBK
DNAJC14-KO Jiv90(WT) rescue cells did not result in complete NS2-3 cleavage in either
NCP7- or CP7-infected MDBK DNAJC14-KO Jiv90(WT) rescue cells (Fig. 6B), which is also
in agreement with earlier observations (15). To further strengthen these observations,
we determined the virus titers of NCP7 and CP7 infections in those four different MDBK
cell lines (Fig. 6C). Compared to naive MDBK cells, overexpression of the functional
Jiv90 domain of DNAJC14 in MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) rescue cells did not
have a negative impact on the viral titer, confirming the establishment of a character-
istic steady-state level of NS2-3 and NS3 that supports effective virus production
(Fig. 6C).

These functional observations could be confirmed by infection experiments of the
respective SK6 DNAJC14-KO rescue cell lines with noncp CSFV Alfort-Tübingen (Fig. 6D).
Again, only the parental SK6 and the SK6 DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) rescue cell line
supported replication of noncp CSFV, while both SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells and the SK6
DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(W39A) rescue cell line did not (Fig. 6D). Taken together, the
capacity of the MDBK cells and SK6 DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) rescue cell line in
supporting noncp BVDV and CSFV replication confirmed the specific function of the
Jiv90 domain and that this domain is sufficient to regulate RNA replication and viral
biotype protease activation.

DNAJC14 gene knockout and the overexpression of the Jiv90 domain do not
affect the assembly of a functional minimal pestiviral replicase. While DNAJC14
acts as a proviral host factor for pestiviral genome replication, this cellular chaperone
also was recently shown to act as a flavivirus restriction factor, most likely by modu-
lating the assembly of flaviviral replication complexes (RCs) (55, 56).

Whether DNAJC14 also has the ability to modulate the functional assembly of
pestiviral RCs could not be unambiguously determined without a functional MDBK
DNAJC14-KO cell line. To analyze this quantitatively, we used a bicistronic NS3-5B
replicon (Bici-388 RLuc IRES-NS3-5B) encoding BVDV Npro and Renilla luciferase in the
first ORF and the minimal pestiviral replicase (NS3-5B) in its second open reading frame
(Fig. 7A) (25, 33). Accordingly, these replicons are independent from the need to
undergo DNAJC14-stimulated NS2-3 cleavage to assemble functional replicase com-
plexes. The Bici-388 RLuc IRES-NS3-5B/WT RNA was electroporated into the parental
MDBK and MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells and the respective MDBK DNAJC14-KO rescue cell
lines expressing GTS-Jiv90(WT) or GST-Jiv90(W39A). The rescue cell lines were included
to investigate if the overexpression of GST-Jiv90(WT) and GST-Jiv(W39A) in cells with a
functional DNAJC14 knockout affects RNA replication of the BVDV NS3-5B replicon.
Bici-388 RLuc IRES-NS3-5B/GAA RNA, a mutant replicon containing point mutations

FIG 6 Legend (Continued)
with CSFV Alfort-Tübingen at an MOI of 0.1. At 72 hpi, immunofluorescence analysis was performed using a
monoclonal anti�CSFV NS3 antibody. Nuclei are DAPI stained. (D, lower) Immunofluorescence analyses of reinfec-
tion experiment with naive SK6 cells. Cell culture supernatants from CSFV infection of naive SK6 and SK6
DNAJC14-KO cells as well as SK6 DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) and SK6 DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(W39A) rescue cells
were used to infect naive SK6 cells with 500 �l of filtered supernatant. At 72 hpi, immunofluorescence analysis was
performed using a monoclonal anti�E2 antibody. Cell nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. Depicted is a
representative data set from three independent experiments.
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(GDD to GAA) abolishing RdRp, served as a control (25). RLuc activities were determined
at 2, 24, and 48 h postelectroporation (hpe). At 2 hpe, similar values were obtained for
both RNAs in all cell lines, demonstrating similar electroporation efficiencies. At 24 hpe,
comparable maximum values of RLuc activity were detected for the Bici-388 RLuc
IRES-NS3-5B/WT replicon in all four cell lines analyzed. The observed subsequent
decrease of RLuc activity at 48 hpe is due to the onset of the replication-induced CPE
(Fig. 7B). As expected, the mutant replicon with a defective RdRp (GAA) did not
replicate (Fig. 7B).

The comparable replication efficiencies of the BVDV NS3-5B replicon in parental
MDBK and MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells and MDBK DNAJC14-KO rescue cells demonstrate
that the DNAJC14 gene knockout does not affect the assembly of a functional minimal
pestiviral replicase and that the overexpression of GST-Jiv90(WT) or GST-Jiv(W39A) in
the MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells does not modulate the RNA replication efficiency (Fig. 7B).
Furthermore, these results also confirmed that no additional off-target genome alter-
ations were introduced by the CRISPR/CAS9 system, which could impair replication of
noncp pestivirus strains and thereby confound our functional DNAJC14 analysis.

Analysis of viral RNA synthesis of noncp and cp NS2-5B RNA replicons in MDBK
DNAJC14-KO cells. In contrast to the DNAJC14 dependency of noncp pestiviruses,
pestiviral cp strains use various strategies to generate NS3 with the aim of upregulating
NS3 release (2). This led to the hypothesis that cp strains are independent of the cellular
DNAJC14 pool for their genome replication. To confirm that these noncp and cp
characteristics of NS3 release can be recapitulated in our MDBK DNAJC14-KO and
rescue cell lines, we used noncp (Bici-388 RLuc IRES-NS2-5B/NCP7) and cp (Bici-388
RLuc IRES-NS2-5B/CP7) NS2-5B replicons based on the NCP7 and CP7 BVDV sequence

FIG 7 Assessment of the capacity of the BVDV NS3-3= replicon to support assembly of a minimal replicase and viral
RNA replication in DNAJC14-KO and DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90 rescue cells by luciferase assay. (A) Schematic
representation of the BVDV Bici-388 RLuc-NS3-3= replicon. (B) In vitro-transcribed BVDV Bici-388 RLuc-NS3-3=/WT
and BVDV Bici-388 RLuc-NS3-3=/GAA replicon RNA (2 �g) was electroporated into naive MDBK and MDBK
DNAJC14-KO cells as well as MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) and MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(W39A) rescue
cells, and cells were collected at 2, 24, and 48 hpe to determine luciferase activity. Mean values from three
independent experiments are shown. Error bars indicate standard deviations. Mock, no RNA electroporated; WT,
wild type; GAA, polymerase-inactive mutant; RLUs, relative light units; RLuc, Renilla luciferase.
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(75). These bicistronic NS2-5B replicons encode BVDV Npro and Renilla luciferase (RLuc)
in the first ORF and the BVDV NS2-5B/NCP7 or the BVDV NS2-5B/CP7 polyprotein,
respectively, in its second open reading frame (Fig. 8A). These replicons differ only with
respect to their NS2 sequence: compared to NCP7 NS2, the CP7 NS2 gene encompasses
a 27-nucleotide (9-aa) insertion that was shown to be critical for efficient cleavage at
the NS2/3 site by NS2 (75). Accordingly, the BVDV NS2-5B/CP7 BVDV replicon should
undergo efficient NS2-3 cleavage independent of endogenous DNAJC14, while the
BVDV NS2-5B/NCP7 BVDV replicon is expected to be dependent on the temporal
regulation of NS2-3 cleavage by DNAJC14 to assemble functional replicase complexes.
BVDV NS2-5B/NCP7 GAA and BVDV NS2-5B/CP7 GAA mutant replicons containing point
mutations (GDD to GAA) abolishing RdRp served as controls. These replicon RNAs were
electroporated into naive MDBK, MDBK DNAJC14-KO, and MDBK DNAJC14-KO rescue
cells and analyzed for their ability to replicate in these cell lines. At 2 hpe, similar RLuc
values were obtained for all four NS2-5B replicon RNAs in the different cell lines,
demonstrating similar electroporation efficiencies. As expected, the NS2-5B/CP7 WT
replicon replicated in all four cell lines with similar efficiencies after 24 h (Fig. 8B). At
48 hpe, the replication efficiencies for this replicon were slightly reduced compared to
the 24-hpe values in all four cell lines due to the onset of a CPE (Fig. 8B). In contrast,
the NS2-5B/NCP7 WT replicon only replicated in naive MDBK cells and MDBK
DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) rescue cells but not in MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells and MDBK
DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(W39A) rescue cells, as expected (Fig. 8B). The observation that

FIG 8 Analysis of viral RNA synthesis of noncp and cp BVDV NS2-5B RNA replicons in MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells. (A)
Scheme of the bicistronic reporter replicons Bici RLuc NS2-5B/CP7 (top) and Bici RLuc NS2-5B/NCP7 (bottom). The
9-aa insertion in NS2 of Bici RLuc NS2-5B/CP7 is indicated as a light gray box within the NS2 gene. S (black box)
depicts the C-terminal portion of p7 (38 aa) that acts as a signal sequence for translocation of NS2-3 (10). (B) Cells
were electroporated with 1 �g of the corresponding in vitro-transcribed RNAs and incubated for the indicated
times at 2, 24, and 48 hpe, and luciferase activity was determined. Measurements were carried out in triplicate, and
experiments were repeated at least 3 times. Data from one representative experiment are shown. Error bars
represent standard deviations. Mock, no RNA electroporated; GAA, NS5B mutation, replication deficient; WT, wild
type; RLUs, relative light units; RLuc, Renilla luciferase.
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the NS2-5B/NCP7 WT replicon exhibited a lower replication efficiency than the NS2-
5B/CP7 WT replicon in naive MDBK cells at 24 h and 48 hpe argues that the DNAJC14-
mediated temporal regulation mechanism of NS2-3 cleavage during the replication of
the NS2-5B/NCP7 WT replicon contributes to this lower replication efficiency and is in
line with the lower RNA replication efficiency known for NCP7 infections than CP7
infections (14). In MDBK DNAJC14-KO rescue cells expressing GST-Jiv90(WT), the NS2-
5B/NCP7 WT replicon showed robust replication similar to (24 hpe) or even better than
(48 hpe) that of the NS2-5B/NCP7 WT replicon in naive MDBK cells (Fig. 8B). The BVDV
NS2-5B/NCP7 GAA and BVDV NS2-5B/CP7 GAA mutant replicons with a defective RdRp
did not replicate, as expected. Taken together, these results show that the replication
of noncp pestiviruses can be enhanced by the isolated Jiv90 domain also in the absence
of DNAJC14. Moreover, these data demonstrate that the CP7-specific 9-aa insertion
renders the NS2 protease independent of DNAJC14 and, thus, allows the replication of
this bicistronic RNA.

All types of cp pestivirus genomes replicate in the absence of DNAJC14 expres-
sion. The genomes of cp pestiviruses show astonishingly diverse genome organizations
(reviewed in references 2 and 76). Despite the differences in their genome alterations,
the salient feature of all of them is an upregulation of NS3 expression and possibly an
independence of NS3 expression from the endogenous DNAJC14 level, as demon-
strated above for a replicon carrying NS2 of cp BVDV-1 strain CP7. To test the latter
hypothesis, MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells were infected with different cp BVDV strains
representing different prototypes of cp genomes (Fig. 9A). In the cp BVDV-1 strain
NADL, the NS2 protease is activated by a 90-aa fragment of the cellular DNAJC14 (Jiv90)
located in the C-terminal part of NS2 (77). Another type of cp BVDV strains, such as
strain Osloss, has insertions of cell-derived sequences coding for ubiquitin or ubiquitin-
like proteins just upstream of the NS3 gene (78). Since in those polyproteins cellular
proteases generate the C terminus of the cell-derived ubiquitin/ubiquitin-like protein
and thereby the N terminus of NS3, complete cleavage can be expected. Accordingly,
DNAJC14 should not be required for the replication of this virus type. As described
above, strain CP7 has a 9-amino-acid insertion located in the central part of NS2, which
is associated with activation of the NS2 protease, responsible for NS2-3 cleavage (75).
For BVDV-1 strain Oregon, it was described that an accumulation of amino acid
exchanges in NS2 is responsible for upregulated NS2-3 processing by the NS2 protease.
Accordingly, this strain exhibits a cp phenotype with the least obvious alterations in the
viral genome (79, 80). In experiments executed in parallel, these four pestiviral cp virus
isolates were used to infect naive MDBK cells and MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells at an MOI
of 0.1, followed by NS3-specific IF at 72 hpi (Fig. 9B). The respective cell culture
supernatants obtained at 72 hpi were subsequently used to determine virus titers on
naive MDBK cells. The results showed that the DNAJC14 gene knockout does not affect
viral genome replication and virion morphogenesis for all four tested cp virus isolates
(Fig. 9B). These results demonstrate that all known cp pestivirus types replicate in the
absence of endogenous functional DNAJC14, confirming their independence from this
host factor. In principle, overexpression of the functional Jiv90 domain of DNAJC14
might render NS2-3 cleavage too efficient and, thus, could have a negative impact on
the viral titer of certain pestivirus strains. To address this question, we determined the
virus titers of the four prototype cp pestiviruses in naive MDBK and MDBK DNAJC14-KO
cells as well as MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) and MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-
Jiv90(W39A) rescue cell lines (Fig. 9C). While the viral titer for NADL, Oregon, and Osloss
strains were slightly reduced in MDBK DNJAC14-KO cells compared to those in naive
MDBK cells, overexpression of the functional Jiv90 domain of DNAJC14 in MDBK
DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) rescue cells did not have a negative impact on the viral
titer, suggesting the establishment of a characteristic steady-state level of NS2-3 and
NS3 supporting robust virus production (Fig. 9C). Together, these findings prove
DNAJC14 is a pivotal cellular cofactor for the replication of various noncp pestiviruses
and establish the independence of different types of cp pestiviruses from the cellular
host factor DNAJC14.
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FIG 9 Analysis of genome replication of different types of cp pestivirus genomes in the absence of DNAJC14
expression. (A) Schematic representation of genome organizations of replicating cp pestiviruses. The ORF depicting
the encoded proteins as well as the flanking 5=- and 3=-UTRs are indicated. The N-terminal autoprotease Npro and
the nonstructural proteins p7-NS5B are highlighted as gray boxes, and the structural proteins are indicated as black
boxes. BVDV CP7 encompasses an insertion of 9 amino acids (highlighted in gray) in NS2. BVDV NADL NS2 contains
the minimal fragment of the cellular Jiv-mRNA (Jiv90; highlighted in green) located in the NS2. Both insertions
within NS2 are critical for high-efficiency cleavage at the NS2/3 site by the NS2 cysteine protease (indicated by a
gray arrow). The genome of BVDV Osloss contains an insertion of a ubiquitin (Ubi) coding sequence (indicated in
blue) at the NS2/NS3 gene border. Efficient cleavage at the NS2/3 site is mediated by cellular ubiquitin hydrolases
(indicated by a blue arrow). NS2 of BVDV Oregon (highlighted in light gray) is characterized by the presence of
several amino acids (indicated by stars below the NS2 box) that are spread over the protease domain and deviate
from the pestiviral NS2 consensus sequence. Npro cleavage is indicated by a gray arrow. (B) Analysis of viral
replication after infection of naive (upper) and DNAJC14-KO (lower) MDBK cells with the indicated cp BVDV strains
CP7, NADL, Oregon, and Osloss at an MOI of 0.1. (Lower) At 72 hpi, immunofluorescence analysis was performed
using a monoclonal anti�BVDV NS3 antibody. (Upper) Nuclei were DAPI stained. At 72 hpi, viral supernatants were
harvested and analyzed for the presence of infectious viruses in naive MDBK cells. Viral titers were determined as
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DISCUSSION

Positive-strand RNA viruses from the family Flaviviridae, like pestiviruses, employ
viral nonstructural proteins not only in RNA replication but also in virion morphogen-
esis, highlighting the multifunctional nature of many of these proteins (4). Their
structural and functional complexities are most likely the reason for their often ob-
served dependency on chaperones for their folding and function (81, 82).

In the pestiviral life cycle, the temporal regulation of NS2-3 cleavage by the
NS2-interacting and activating cellular cofactor DNAJC14 is of critical importance to
switch between the cleaved form, required for RNA replication, and uncleaved NS2-3,
essential for virion morphogenesis. This DNAJC14-dependent regulation of NS2-3
cleavage is a salient feature of the noncp biotype and highly relevant for the remark-
ably successful long-term persistence of ruminant pestiviruses in their hosts (2). This
temporal regulation by DNAJC14 is well established for BVDV-1 and has been indicated
for CSFV by studies demonstrating that DNAJC14 can also stimulate the NS2-3 cleavage
of CSFV (16, 54, 62). However, it remained an open question whether noncp viruses
from other pestivirus species also require DNAJC14 as an essential host factor for their
replication. With the newly established MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14 knockout cells, it was
now possible to investigate whether the replication of all noncp pestivirus species for
which cell culture systems are available depends on cellular DNAJC14 (Fig. 4). Accord-
ingly, the results of the present study demonstrate that, in addition to BVDV-1 and
CSFV, noncp pestivirus isolates belonging to the species BVDV-2 or BDV, as well as
members of other tentative species, depend on DNAJC14 (Fig. 4). Interestingly, the
DNAJC14 dependency could even be demonstrated for the Bungowannah virus
(Fig. 4B), which is only very distantly related to the four established pestivirus species,
BVDV-1, BVDV-2, BDV, and CSFV (74). Other distantly related tentative pestivirus species
could not be included in our analysis, as virus isolates either do not exist (rat pestivirus
and bat pestivirus) or were not available to us (Linda virus). Together, these observa-
tions confirm that the RNA replication of noncp strains from six distinct pestivirus
species (e.g., A to D, F, and G) depends on cellular DNAJC14. Therefore, the observed
strict DNAJC14 dependency of these virus isolates suggests that they replicate in cells
of different origin, provided that they express a functional form of DNAJC14. This
assumption is supported by previous culture-based studies, which have demonstrated
that the distantly related Bungowannah virus is growing in a range of different cells,
extending from humans to bats (64, 72). In fact, in cells from Rhinolophus sinicus
(Chinese rufous horseshoe bat), a homologue of DNAJC14 with a functional Jiv90
domain can be found (83 and data not shown). Interestingly, the unique in vitro tropism
depended in this case on the replication machinery, e.g., the ability to use DNAJC14-
mediated NS2 activation, together with the viral envelope (72). In the future, it will be
of particular interest to determine the DNAJC14 dependency of the recently discovered
atypical porcine pestivirus (APPV), since its NS2 sequence differs dramatically from that
of the pestiviruses investigated in this study (63, 65).

For cp pestiviruses it has been proposed that they do not depend on DNAJC14 with
respect to RNA replication (14, 15). This assumption was based on genome alterations
rendering these viruses, with regard to their NS3 release, independent of the NS2
protease. This is the case for all cp pestiviruses with insertions of cell-derived sequences
located just upstream of the NS3 gene, coding for ubiquitin, ubiquitin-like proteins
(e.g., SUMO or NEDD8), or proteins with ubiquitin-like folds (e.g., LC3 or GATE-16) (2).
In these polyproteins, cellular proteases generate the C terminus of the inserted cellular

FIG 9 Legend (Continued)
TCID50/ml and are given below the IF assay for each infection. Data are representative of three independent
experiments. n.d., not determined. (C) Viral titer analyses. MDBK and MDBK DNAJC14-KO cells as well as MDBK
DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(WT) and MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90(W39A) rescue cells were infected with cp pestivirus
strains CP7, NADL, Osloss, and Oregon. Cell culture supernatants collected at 72 hpi (MOI of 0.1) were analyzed in
MDBK cells for infectious virus by limiting dilution assay (TCID50/ml). Mean values and standard deviations of viral
titers from three experiments are depicted.
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proteins and thereby the N terminus of NS3 (2). However, for other cp variants with
more subtle genome alterations, such as the BVDV strain CP7 or Oregon, the DNAJC14
dependency could be proven unequivocally only by a DNAJC14 knockout. This exper-
imental proof could now be provided with the DNAJC14-KO cells and demonstrated
that all different cp pestiviruses with various kinds of genome alterations can replicate
in the absence of DNAJC14 (Fig. 9). This finding also has implications for the develop-
ment of the so-called mucosal disease in cattle persistently infected by noncp BVDV.
Causative for the outbreak of this lethal disease is the sporadic emergence and rapid
spread of a cp BVDV variant in such an animal. Possibly, the independence of these cp
virus mutants from DNAJC14 makes cell types/tissues, which do not support noncp
BVDV replication, accessible for them. This might explain in part the explosive spread
of the cp virus mutant which is connected to the onset of mucosal disease.

Interestingly, the activation of the NS2 autoprotease in noncp pestiviruses differs
from the activation process of the closely related HCV NS2 autoprotease, which
employs the NS3 protease domain as an essential cofactor for NS2 protease activation
instead of the cellular DNAJC14 (84). However, both viral NS2 autoproteases require
activation by an essential cofactor to promote NS2-3 cleavage, indicating that both
proteases need cofactor-dependent assistance to adapt an active protease conforma-
tion. Interestingly, both activating cofactors contain putative zinc fingers. The reason
for this dependency is not well established. In the case of pestiviruses, one attractive
hypothesis is that this activation step ensures the timely order of molecular events
leading first to the DNAJC14-supported NS2-mediated release of NS3, allowing efficient
replicase assembly to occur (15, 21, 53). At later time points, without accessible
DNAJC14, NS2-3 no longer can adopt the active protease conformation and, as NS2-3
is part of a larger protein complex including structural and nonstructural proteins,
supports virion morphogenesis (15, 53). The molecular mechanisms leading to these
active conformations required for NS2-3 cleavage are still poorly understood (see
below). Structural information regarding their individual precleavage conformation will
be essential for a better understanding of this critical step in the life cycle of these
viruses.

Our experiments using the GST-Jiv90(WT) rescue cell lines confirm that the Jiv90
domain of DNAJC14 (i.e., in the absence of the full-length protein) is also sufficient to
activate the NS2 proteases of different pestiviruses (Fig. 6), most likely by its interaction
with the two Jiv90-binding domains in NS2 (53). Our experiments reemphasize that,
mechanistically, the cochaperone function of the DNAJC14 J-domain (essential for the
association between J-domain proteins with chaperones of the Hsp70 family [85]) is not
required for NS2 activation, as proposed earlier (53). The observation that the W39A
variant of Jiv90 is unable to activate NS2 despite comparable binding to NS2 (15)
suggests that either differences in the folding of the Jiv90 domain render Jiv90(W39A)
unable to activate the NS2 autoprotease or wild-type Jiv90 is able to recruit other
essential but unknown host cell component(s) to the NS2-3/Jiv90(WT) complex that are
not recruited to a NS2-3/Jiv90(W39A) complex. The tools established in this study will
be of help to address this question.

The strong DNAJC14 dependency of noncp pestiviruses is mechanistically interest-
ing and provides another example to the growing list of viral proteins which are
functionally activated and/or folded by the cellular Hsp90/Hsp70 chaperone systems
(86). The importance of the cellular Hsp70 chaperone system in the flaviviral life cycle
was recently dissected for the related Dengue virus (DENV) (87). In this study, a direct
role for Hsp70 and DNAJB11 in viral RNA synthesis and for Hsp70 and DNAJB6 in virion
production was shown (87). While for DENV several DNAJ cochaperones act as proviral
factors, DNAJC14 has been shown to act as a broadly active flavivirus restriction factor
by interfering with steps required for viral RC formation when it is massively overex-
pressed (55–57, 87). A similar role during the formation of the minimal pestiviral RC was
not observed, since the replication of BVDV NS3-5B replicon RNA in DNAJC14-KO cells
was not affected, demonstrating that DNAJC14 is not regulating steps leading to the
assembly of the minimal pestiviral replicase (Fig. 7). Accordingly, the minimal set of RC
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components does not require DNAJC14 for the acquisition of the folded, functional
state they possess in the pestiviral replicase. Since other DNAJ cochaperones, such as
DNAJB11, recently have been demonstrated to directly regulate flaviviral RNA replica-
tion together with the cytosolic Hsp70 (87), it will be interesting to determine if other
DNAJ cofactors are required for the assembly of the minimal pestiviral RC.

Interestingly, for yellow fever virus (YFV) it was recently shown that the antiviral
activity exerted by DNAJC14 when overexpressed is based on its ability to reduce YFV
NS3/4A/2K cleavage, thereby inhibiting YFV RC formation and replication (57). Together
with its critical function in modulating pestiviral NS2-3 cleavage, this observation
suggests that DNAJC14 modulates processing at viral polyprotein cleavage sites that
have to be tightly regulated in order to generate appropriate levels of uncleaved versus
cleaved proteins that can serve different functions (14, 57, 62, 88). These differences
point to a scenario where the relative levels of chaperones and cochaperones could
determine the overall effect on various steps in the viral life cycle. Along these lines,
increased levels of DNAJC14 have been demonstrated to cause a deregulation of
pestiviral RNA replication that in turn leads to a switch in the biotype from noncp to cp
(2, 14). In contrast, elevated levels of DNAJC14 inhibit flaviviral replication (55). Accord-
ingly, essential processes of the viral life cycle may become favored for different viruses
as a result of an increased level of a particular cochaperone, while other processes
might be suppressed or even activated by the lack of critical chaperone components.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and viruses. Madin-Darby bovine kidney (MDBK; ATCC CCL 22) and 293T cells were obtained

from the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD). Cells were grown in Dulbecco’s minimum
essential medium (DMEM) with 10% horse serum (Fisher Scientific GmbH, Schwerte, Germany), 100 U/ml
penicillin, and 100 �g/ml streptomycin. SK6 cells were kindly provided by J. D. Tratschin (Institute of
Virology and Immunoprophylaxis, Mittelhäusern, Switzerland) (89) and were cultivated in MEM with 10%
fetal calf serum (Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH, Schwerte, Germany), 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 �g/ml
streptomycin. All cells were kept at 37°C and 5% CO2. BVDV-1a strain NADL and BVDV-1b strains NCP7
and CP7 were obtained from E. Dubovi (Cornell University College of Veterinary Medicine, Ithaca, NY)
(90). BVDV-1b strains NCP8, CP8 (51), and ncp-4584 (91), BVDV-1a SD-1 (92), CSFV 2.3 Alfort-Tübingen
(93), CSFV 2.3 Diepholz (94), BDV-1 X818 (95), BDV-2 reindeer (68), and cp pestivirus strain giraffe (68) and
noncp strain PG-2 (96), which both belong to the pestivirus species G, have been described previously.
BVDV-2 strains 61/120 and C58644 were obtained from/during routine diagnosis. Bungowannah virus
(64) was kindly provided by Peter Kirkland (Elizabeth Macarthur Agricultural Institute, Department of
Primary Industries, Menangle, New South Wales, Australia).

Plasmid constructs. BVDV replicon constructs. The plasmids pBici-388 RLuc-NS3-3= and pBici-388
RLuc-NS2-3= have been described (33). The bicistronic Bici-RLuc NS2-3=/NCP7 replicon was constructed
as follows. A sequence encoding the C-terminal 38 aa of p7, the entire NS2, and the N terminus of NS3
was amplified using the primers BVDV BsmBI-p7-CT se (5=-CGTCTCCCATGCTAAGAGAGGAAAACACCAAA
AAATGGGTC-3=) and BVDV NS3 AgeI ase (5=-ACCGGTTTCCAATCCCCTCCTTACCTTTAGTAGTGCTG-3=), and
the PCR product was cloned into pGEM-T vector (Promega, Madison, WI), generating pGEM-T BsmBI-
p7-NS2(NCP7)-NS3-AgeI. In addition, the sequence comprising the encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV)
internal ribosomal entry site (IRES) flanked by FseI and BsmBI restriction sites was amplified using primers
RLuc-FseI se (5=-GTACATCAAGAGCTTCGTGGAGCGCGTGCTGAAGAACGAGCAGTAATGGCCGGCC-3=) and
IRES-BsmBI ase (5=-GCAGAGCCATGGTATTATCATCGTGTTTTTCAAAGGAAAACCACGTCCCC-3=), with Bici-
RLuc NS3-3= replicon DNA as the template, and cloned into the pGEM-T vector to obtain pGEM-T
FseI-IRES-BsmBI. pBici-RLuc NS2-3=/NCP7 was generated by ligating FseI-IRES-BsmBI and BsmBI-p7-
NS2(NCP7)-NS3-AgeI fragments into the pBici-RLuc NS3-3= vector cleaved with FseI and AgeI restriction
enzymes.

DNAJC14 guide RNA expression vector. A 20-bp guide sequence (5=-ATGATGTGCAGCCGATGCCA
GGG-3=) targeting a DNA sequence within exon 4 of the DNAJC14 gene was selected from predicted
high-specificity protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) target sites in the bovine and porcine DNAJC14 gene
sequences using the CCTop-CRISPR/Cas9 target online predictor (97). Two complementary oligonucle-
otides (5=-CACCATGATGTGCAGCCGATGCCAGGG-3= and 5=-AAACTGGCATCGGCTGCACATCAT-3=) contain-
ing the DNAJC14 target sequence and BsmBI ligation sequence were used. One hundred �mol of each
oligonucleotide was phosphorylated by T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs), annealed, and
ligated into the BsmBI-digested plentiCRISPR-v2 vector to generate plentiCRISPRv2-DNAJC14 (73, 98–
100).

Lentiviral pWPI-GST-Jiv90Esc plasmid for generation of DNAJC14-KO rescue cell lines express-
ing GST-Jiv90. To generate pWPI GST-Jiv90(WT)Esc and pWPI GST-Jiv90(W39A)Esc, the GST-Jiv90(WT) or
GST-Jiv90(W39A) coding sequence was amplified by PCR using primer SbfI-GST se (5=-CCTGCAGGATGA
GCCCTATACTAGGTTATTGGAAAATTAAGGGCC-3=) and primer MluI-Jiv90 ase (5=-ACGCGTCACATCCGTGA
ACCAAATGAGATGTGATAAGG-3=) (SbfI and MluI sites are underlined) with pcite-GST-Jiv90(WT) or pcite-
GST-Jiv90(W39A) as the template DNA (15) and cloned into pGEM-T to generate pGEM-SbfI-GST-
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Jiv90(WT)-MluI or pGEM-SbfI-GST-Jiv90(W39A)-MluI, respectively. QuikChange mutagenesis was performed
with pGEM-SbfI-GST-Jiv90-MluI and pGEM-SbfI-GST-Jiv90(W39A)-MluI to introduce guide RNA escape
mutations in the guide RNA binding site (Jiv90Esc) (ATGATGTGTAGTAGGTGTCAAGGCAAACACCGAAGA
TTT; changed positions are underlined) to obtain pGEM-T-SbfI-Jiv90Esc(WT)-MluI and pGEM-T-SbfI-
Jiv90Esc(W39A)-MluI, respectively. The GST-Jiv90Esc sequences were cloned into the lentiviral plasmid
vector pWPI msc GUN (a kind gift from T. Pietschmann, Twincore, Hannover, Germany) via SbfI and MluI
restriction sites, resulting in the lentiviral plasmids pWPI GST-Jiv90Esc(WT) and pWPI GST-Jiv90Esc(W39A),
containing a green fluorescent protein (GFP)-ubiquitin-neomycin phosphotransferase fusion protein as a
selectable marker (101).

Production of lentiviral particles and transduction of 293T cells. Lentiviral particles were pro-
duced by transient cotransfection of 2 � 106 293T cells with the guide RNA-carrying plentiCRISPRv2-
DNAJC14 vector, a packaging vector (pCMVΔR8.91) (102), and an envelope vector expressing the
vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein (VSV-G) (pMD.G) (103) using polyethylenimine (PEI) as a transfec-
tion reagent according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Polysciences, Inc., Warrington, PA). In detail, 4.5
�g of plentiCRISPRv2-DNAJC14 and 1.5 �g of pCMVΔR8.91 3 �g of pMD.G were mixed with 45 �l PEI
solution and cotransfected into 293T cells. At 72 h posttransfection, viral supernatants were collected and
passed through 0.2-�m-pore-size filters to ensure removal of any viral aggregates. Lentiviral particles
were used for the transduction of MDBK or SK6 cells following selection with puromycin for 2 weeks.

Generation of stable MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90 rescue cell lines. For the generation
of stable MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO rescue cells expressing GST-Jiv90, lentiviral gene transfer was used
as described for the generation of MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO cells. Briefly, MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO
cells in which endogenous DNAJC14 expression was knocked out using plentiCRISPRv2-DNAJC14
expressing a guide RNA specific to the 5= end of the Jiv90 domain of bovine and porcine DNAJC14 were
used for the generation of the respective GST-Jiv90Esc(WT) and Jiv90Esc(W39A) rescue cell lines. Jiv90
expression was restored in these cells by lentiviral transduction with either pWPI GST-Jiv90Esc(WT) or
pWPI GST-Jiv90Esc(W39A). Lentiviral particles were generated by PEI-mediated cotransfection of pCMV
ΔR8.91, pMD.G, and either pWPI GST-Jiv90Esc(WT) or pWPI GST-Jiv90Esc(W39A) at a ratio of 3�1�3 into
293T cells. Lentiviral particles were collected 48 h posttransfection and used to transduce MDBK and SK6
DNAJC14-KO cells using a Polybrene transduction protocol. Selection was carried out in the presence of
1 mg/ml G418 (Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH, Schwerte, Germany).

Clonal isolation of cell lines. Isolation of clonal MDBK DNAJC14-KO and SK6 DNAJC14-KO cell lines
with specific DNAJC14 gene modifications and the MDBK DNAJC14-KO GST-Jiv90 and SK6 DNAJC14-KO
GST-Jiv90 rescue cell lines expressing GST-Jiv90(WT) or GST-Jiv90(W39A) was achieved by serial dilutions,
followed by an expansion period to establish clonal cell lines.

Functional testing of MDBK and SK6 DNAJC14-KO cell lines by noncp pestiviral infection assay.
Cells transduced with lentiviruses expressing DNAJC14-specific single guide RNAs (sgRNAs) to mediate
genomic (micro)deletions in the DNAJC14 gene were functionally screened for their inability to support
replication of noncp pestiviral strains after infection. In detail, MDBK DNAJC14-KO cell lines were tested
by infecting 3 � 104 cells with noncp BVDV-1 strain NCP7 or NCP8 at an MOI of 3, and SK6 DNAJC14-KO
cell lines were analyzed by infecting 3 � 104 cells with noncp CSFV Alfort-Tübingen at an MOI of 3. Virus
detection occurred after 72 h by indirect immunofluorescence (IF) analysis using MAb 8.12.7 directed
against NS3 of BVDV (90) or MAb C16 against CSFV NS2-3/NS3 (104). Only cell clones which did not
support noncp pestiviral replication were further analyzed for DNAJC14-specific genomic (micro)dele-
tions.

Detection of Jiv90-specific genome alterations. Targeted DNAJC14-specific genome modifications
were detected by Sanger sequencing. Genomic DNA was isolated from either MDBK DNAJC14-KO or SK6
DNAJC14-KO cells using the Quick-DNA miniprep kit (Zymo Research Europe GmbH, Freiburg, Germany)
and served as the template to amplify bovine- or porcine-specific DNAJC14-specific sequences by
DNAJC14 intron-specific primers (for MDBK genomic DNA amplification, Bov-intron se [5=-CTCCCTTTGT
CCCTCACTCAATATCCTGAC-3=] and Bov-intron ase [5=-CAGTTCCTTAATAATACGTTAAGACTACC-3=]; for
SK6 genomic DNA amplification, Pig-intron se [5=-GCAGAGCCAGAGCAATTAG-3=] and Pig-intron ase
[5=-CACTTGTTACATACGCCTAC-3=]) using a Taq DNA polymerase kit (Segenetic, Borken Germany). Am-
plicons were subcloned into pGEM-T vector (Promega), and individual colonies were sequenced to reveal
the clonal genotype. Genome alterations were identified by analyzing the sequences using Vector NTI
software (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany).

The gel-purified intron-specific amplicons were used as templates for seminested PCR using
DNAJC14 exon- and intron-specific primers (for MDBK with DNAJC14-KO-specific oligonucleotide, Bov-
Exon se [5=-GCAATGAATACGATGATGTGCAGCCGATGCCA-3=] and Bov-intron ase [5=-CAGTTCCTTAATAAT
ACGTTAAGACTACC-3=]; for SK6 with DNAJC14-KO-specific oligonucleotide, Pig-Exon se [5=-CTATGATGC
AGCCGATGCCAG-3=] and Pig-intron ase [5=-GCAGAGCCAGAGCAATTAG-3=]) to further verify KO cell
clones.

In vitro transcription and RNA electroporation. In vitro transcription of Bici-388 RLuc-NS3-3= and
Bici-388 RLuc-NS2-3= replicon RNAs and RNA electroporation into MDBK cells have been described (105).
The electroporated cells were resuspended in 0.6 ml medium and seeded immediately postelectropo-
ration. At the indicated time points, cells were processed for Renilla luciferase assay or immunofluores-
cence assay.

Nucleotide sequencing. DNA sequencing was performed at LGC Sequencing Services (Berlin,
Germany). Sequences were further analyzed by using Vector NTI software (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Ger-
many).
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SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting. Proteins were separated in polyacrylamide-Tricine gels (8, 10, or
12% polyacrylamide) (106) and transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane (Pall, Pensacola, FL). The
membrane was blocked with 5% (wt/vol) dried skim milk in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with 0.05%
(vol/vol) Tween 20 (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany). For antigen detection, the indicated primary
antibodies were used and detected by peroxidase-coupled species-specific secondary antibodies. The
Western Lightning chemiluminescence reagent (PerkinElmer, Boston, MA) was applied.

DNAJC14 antibody production. Recombinant His-Ubi-Flag-Jiv90 fusion protein was expressed and
purified from Escherichia coli using His-agarose chromatography (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The
DNAJC14-specific antibody was produced using standard techniques (107) in accordance with the legal
regulations of the German Animal Welfare jurisdiction (Tierschutzgesetz). The immunization of mice was
subject to authorization and was recorded after approval under reference number Az GZ54-19620/
15cGI18/7 JLU 077 ID 266 at the Hessian Ministry for Environment, Climate Protection, Agriculture, and
Consumer Protection. Sera were tested for immunoreactivity against GST-Jiv90 expressed from pcite-
GST-Jiv90 in BHK21 cells infected with MVA-T7 vaccinia virus as described previously (15). Monoclonal
antibodies (MAbs) were purified by standard protein G chromatography (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL,
USA). Monoclonal antibodies were screened for reactivity against Jiv-Flag and GST-Jiv fusion proteins
expressed in BHK cells. MAb 9.4E was identified to specifically recognize a linear Jiv epitope in Jiv90.

Virus infection and titration. Infection of cells with BVDV or BDV strains was performed with either
500 �l of cell culture supernatant derived from approximately 3 � 106 infected cells or at the indicated
MOI as described previously (20). To determine virus titers, cell culture supernatants of infected cells were
harvested at the indicated time points postinfection and filtered through a 0.2-�m cellulose filter
(Sartorius). The 50% tissue culture infection dose (TCID50 per milliliter) of viral supernatants was
determined in three replicates by endpoint titration. Viral infection with BVDV or BDV was detected
72 hpi by IF using MAb 8.12.7 directed against NS3/NS2-3, kindly provided by E. J. Dubovi (Cornell
University, Ithaca, NY) (90). Infection of SK6 cells with CSFV isolates was detected by indirect IF with MAb
C16 directed against CSFV NS2-3/NS3 (104, 108).

Luciferase assay. Bicistronic reporter constructs encoding Npro-Renilla luciferase in the 5= ORF and
one monomer of ubiquitin followed by either NS2-5B or by NS3-5B in the 3= ORF were used, and RNA
replication efficiencies were determined at the indicated time points (2 h, 24 h, and 48 h) as described
previously (33). Luciferase activities were measured with a Junior LB 9509 portable tube luminometer
(Junior LB9509; Berthold, Bad Wildbad, Germany).

Immunofluorescence assay. Immunofluorescence assays were performed as described previously
(33). Briefly, cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min at 4°C, permeabilized with 0.5%
(wt/vol) N-octylglucopyranoside in PBS, and stained with mouse anti-BVDV NS2-3/NS3 MAb 8.12.7
antibody, kindly provided by E. J. Dubovi (Cornell University, Ithaca, NY), to detect BVDV-1 infection.
Infection with CSFV was detected by indirect IF with MAb C16 directed against NS2-3/NS3 (104, 108),
while infection with Bungowannah virus was detected by a virus-specific porcine antiserum kindly
provided by P. Kirkland (Elizabeth Macarthur Agricultural Institute, Department of Primary Industries,
Menangle, New South Wales, Australia). For detection of GST-Jiv90 in rescue cell lines, mouse monoclonal
antibodies directed against GST (anti-GST; GE Healthcare) or against the Jiv90 domain (anti-Jiv90; this
study) were used. Goat anti-mouse IgGs conjugated with either Cy3 or Alexa488 served as the secondary
antibodies. Images were obtained with a Zeiss Axio Observer.Z1 fluorescence microscope (Zeiss, Göt-
tingen, Germany).

Infections of MDBK and SK6 cells with selected pestivirus isolates were performed at an MOI of 1 on
24-well plates, which showed approximately 70% to 80% confluent monolayers. Viral infection was
performed for 1 h at 37°C with gentle shaking. Subsequently, virus inocula were removed, and infected
cells were washed three times with PBS and then incubated in 2 ml medium. After 72 h, medium was
removed from infected cell cultures, and cells were washed three times with PBS, dried (5 min, room
temperature), and subsequently heat fixed (3 h, 80°C). The MAb C16 (Institute of Virology, University of
Veterinary Medicine, Hannover, Germany) served as the primary antibody (diluted 1:50 in 1� PBS, 0.05%
Tween 20) to detect CSFV, BDV, BVDV-2, giraffe pestivirus, and PG-2 (2 h, 37°C). Staining (1 h, 37°C) was
performed with a Cy3-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (diluted 1:800; Dianova). Infection with
Bungowannah virus was detected with a virus-specific porcine antiserum (1:12,000, 2 h, 37°C) kindly
provided by P. Kirkland (Elizabeth Macarthur Agricultural Institute, Department of Primary Industries,
Menangle, New South Wales, Australia) (64, 85). A Cy3-labeled goat anti-swine IgG conjugate (diluted
1:250; Dianova) was used as a secondary antibody (1 h, 37°C). Nuclei of cells were stained with
4=,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (0.1 �g/ml; Cell Signaling) for 10 min at room temperature.
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